2020 Online Photography Judging Contest Answers – Senior Division

Judging Classes

Class 1 Dogs
correct answer 1234

Class 2 Flowers
correct answer 4123
Class 3 People
correct answer 3241

Class 4 Sky
correct answer 2431
Class 5 Trees
correct answer 4123

Problem Class - Choose the photo that best represents each. Use each photo only once.
Fills the Frame – 2
Texture – 3
Rule of Thirds – 1
Depth of Field – 4
Test

1. What camera feature will help you take a darker photo?
   - White balance
   - Automatic exposure
   - **Exposure compensation**
   - Auto focus

2. What will help you keep your focal point out of the center of your picture?
   - Diagonals
   - Leading Lines
   - **Rule of thirds**
   - "S" curve

3. The exposure of a photo is controlled by:
   - ISO
   - shutter speed
   - aperature
   - **all of the above**

4. The focal point of a photo is also called the:
   - focus
   - main color
   - contrast
   - **subject**

5. A camera that has a "fixed focus" is commonly called:
   - DSLR
   - point and shoot
   - panorama
   - polaroid

6. How the objects in your photo are arranged is called:
   - portrait
   - composition
   - exposure
   - contrast

7. Moving closer to what you are taking a picture of will:
   - make it blurry
   - fill the frame
   - be distracting
   - make it smaller

8. To diffuse the light from a flash you can use:
   - a white sheet
   - white paper
   - a light colored T-shirt
   - **all of the above**

9. Color, shadows and texture in a photo depends on:
   - the type of light you have
   - ISO
   - shutter speed
   - your flash

10. If your camera will not be used for an extended period of time you should:
    - store in a warm place
    - **remove the batteries**
    - store in a moist cool place
    - do none of these
11. The word that is used to describe one tiny dot of the total picture is:
   - digital
   - resolution
   - pixel
   - cell

12. Negative space is:
   - the subject
   - clutter
   - the printed part of the picture
     **the area that should be cropped**

13. The flash on the camera is considered:
   - artificial light
   - tungsten light
   - fluorescent light
   - digital light

14. The light source that most often causes "red eye" in photos is:
   - direct light
   - sunlight
   - **camera flash light**
   - fluorescent lights

15. Tiny specks of random color that distracts from the subject is referred to as:
   - digital highlights
   - **digital noise**
   - megapixels
   - digital exposure

16. The amount of the entire picture that is in focus is referred to as:
   - background
   - composition
   - depth of field
   - positive space

17. Fill flash is used for:
   - outdoor settings only
   - eliminating harsh shadows
   - outdoor settings only and eliminating harsh shadows
   - none of these

18. The camera part that focuses the image on the sensors is called the:
   - lens
   - shutter
   - digital pad
   - LCD receiver

19. When taking portraits, the camera should be:
   - on a tripod
   - facing the light source
   - held vertically
   - on a tripod or held vertically

20. Eliminating unwanted parts of your photos either in the viewfinder or in developing is called:
   - panning
   - manipulation
   - enhancing
   - **cropping**
21. **Overexposed photos will have:**
   - washed out details
   - great color
   - good contrast
   - good highlights

22. **ISO is:**
   - a number that indicates sensitivity to light
   - a number that indicates lens opening
   - a number that indicates shutter speed
   - a number that indicates nothing

23. **A photo taken to catch people in natural setting is called:**
   - a portrait
   - still life
   - **candid**
   - landscape

24. **Which of the following will not change the exposure?**
   - ISO
   - Shutter Speed
   - Lens size
   - **Focus**

25. **Arranging different objects in an interesting or attractive setting describes:**
   - still life photos
   - abstract photos
   - time lapse photos
   - action